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Preface 

 According to the very brief article on Lieto in Grove, Lieto was a native of Palermo, 

Panhormitano being a corruption of Palermito, who was active in Naples.  The very diverse linguistic 

influences in Sicily—Greek, Arabic, Spanish, and various Italian dialects—may well account for Lieto’s 

apparent awkwardness in Italian, as well as for orthographic peculiarities and apparent neologisms.  This 

difficulty becomes increasingly prominent as his subject matter becomes more complex, or at least as he 

becomes less comfortable with it.  The three discrete subject areas of his book become progressively 

more problematic for translation, including his tendency to overuse some vocabulary. 

 The three sections of the books are strikingly uneven in quality.  The first is a really rather 

interesting, progressive introduction to a system of intabulation for viola a mano (vihuela), and lute; and 

it was what originally attracted me to its translation.  Only sheer compulsive stubbornness, perhaps with 

a bit of masochism, made me persist through the remaining two sections.  The second section is on the 

physical properties of the lute, the setting of frets, and tuning the strings, which must receive special 

attention below.  The final section is a rather pretentious hodge-podge polemic in which Lieto attacks 

what he considers the excessive complexity of musical theory and its impact on practical music, to some 

degree with justification.  Yet, his argument suffers from vagueness and confusion, leaving the 

impression that the author was not sufficiently in control of his subject matter.  In it he makes little 

attempt to define his idiosyncratic use of vocabulary, which continually reduces translation to 

frustration. 

 The title of the book, Dialogo Quarto, indicates that three others possibly existed; indeed, Lieto 

refers to his coverage of Guidonian syllables as being in a first book.  Perhaps the others existed only in 

manuscript, perhaps the others perished; according to RISM only one copy of the present volume 

survives in the British Library.  It must be stated that the imprint is miserable.  It is badly printed in an 

otherwise attractive Italic font but with many defects, at least judging from the downloaded form from 
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which this translation was prepared.  The woodcut illustrations, so integral and important a part of his 

text are at best marginally adequate and at their worst little better than atrocious.  It was my original 

intention to produce new ones, but the difficulty of reading them, and so the necessity of guessing at 

the images, resulted in the decision to reproduce them as-is in the present translation.  In this way the 

reader is not helped but is also not hindered by any errors I might introduce. 

 Lieto claims to be using Pythagorean tuning in the second section on setting frets and tuning.  I 

am not competent to judge and can only refer the reader to Mark Lindley’s book on the subject and to 

his conclusion that other authors thought they were following Pythagorean principles when they were 

not.1  In brief, Lindley concludes that the Pythagorean system may have been used in the late Middle 

Ages and early Renaissance.  By 1500 players had produced an empirical Equal Temperament system, 

but that Meantone may well have been used by some composers and performers till 1550.  After 1550 

he considers that Equal Temperament prevailed and is never entirely wrong from 1500 onward.  This 

makes Lieto’s purported use of Pythagorean tuning very, very late.  The reader will find that Lieto has 

introduced so many mistakes, as I believe, that it will take a much more knowledgeable person than 

myself to make a definitive determination.  This inaccuracy seems to have been not unusual, however 

extreme Lieto’s case may be.  Lindley Points that even such authorities as Gerle, Ganassi, and even the 

great John Dowland himself fall into error in their descriptions of setting frets and tuning.2 

 Nonetheless, I think it is really necessary to alert the reader to the difficulties met in Lieto by a 

somewhat extended consideration of select passages and Lieto’s apparent self-contradictions through 

the quotation of his Italian followed my translation.  The first involves his inconsistency in the 

nomenclature of the frets and their placement. 

                                                             
1 Mark Lindley, Lutes, Viols & Temperaments (Cambridge:  Cambridge University, 1984). 
2 Hans Gerle, Musica Teusch auf die Instrument der Grossen und Kleinen Geygen auch Lautten (Nuremberg:  
Jeronimus Formschneider, 1532); Silvestro Ganassi, Lettione Seconda (Venice:  Author, 1543); John Dowland in 
Robert Dowland, Varietie of Lute-lessons (London:  Thomas Adams, 1610). 
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Primieramente havete da ritrovare le lettere maiuscole & farete a questo modo, misurate del ponte dove 

sono ligate le corde, per insino a quell luoco dove trabbocano per ligarse alli piretti, è nel mezzo di quello 

distanza, havereti un tasto, che sara inteso per quella lettera E. 

First of all you must find the upper case letters, and do it in this way:  measure from the bridge where 

the strings are tied as far as that place where they pass over in order to be tied to the pegs.  In the 

middle of that distance you have a fret, which will be understood as the letter E. 

 

A questo, la prima consideratione vostra sarà, come verbi gratia in questa lettera E, chi è la prima & di 

questa ne volete derivare questa A. 

For this your first consideration will be how, for example, this letter E, which is the first, you derive from 

it this A. 

 

La misura si fa dalla lettera primitive al ponte dove sono ligate le corde. 

The measure is made from the original letter [E] at the bridge where the strings are tied. 

 

 Lieto goes back and forth referring to the fret E as at the bridge or at the mid-point, which 

completely confuses the directions for setting the frets.  There is more on this confusion in the 

commentary notes. 

 Lieto then begins to describe how to tune the A fret at a P5 using the ratio 2:3 [i.e., 3:2], saying 

(as above) that the distance should be from E, which at this point he says is at the bridge not the 

midpoint as he said earlier and as his diagrams show.  The full length with the ratio 3:2 would , in fact, 

produce a P5 above the length of the full string, but then Lieto refers to the proportion not as he did 

formerly as 2:3 but as dividing the string into five parts of the full length!  At this point I must conclude 

that either (a) Lieto’s directions are hopelessly confused and that he was perhaps following but garbling 
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another author whom he did not understand, or (b) that his instructions are intelligible to someone of 

greater experience than I possess.  Since his instructions seem to be internally contradictory, I conclude 

that it is probably Lieto who is at fault.  Nonetheless, I have translated all the instructions, as well as 

possible considering their confused condition, in the prospect that a more experienced reader may be 

able to succeed where I have failed, and by my errors may be led to the correct translation. 

 As I have said, the last section is a rather mixed-bag polemic.  Lieto with a degree of justification 

attacks the excessively and totally hypothetical extensions of proportional notation by some theorists 

who went far beyond the reality of performance.  Yet, he is unjustified in his attack on the entire system 

of mensural notation; and his position seems simplistic.  It is true that in his time the traditions of 

mensural notation were fragmenting greatly and becoming highly idiosyncratic, with triple subdivisions 

particularly problematic.  After another fifty years the whole system would gradually become 

abandoned, replaced by the movement toward modern time signatures.  Even so, Lieto appears to view 

the needs of all polyphonic music from the perspective of music for solo lute and its tablature.  To his 

argument he brings what he appears to believe is the persuasive evidence of the temporal organization 

of Gregorian chant, not realizing that he is talking apples and oranges.  It is difficult to imagine the 

performance of the wide variety of polyphonic genres that he claims to have composed using such a 

simple system.  The difficulty may speak to the issue of why none of it survives. 
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Title Page 

[A1r] Fourth Dialogue on Music 

where is discussed below a pleasant discourse of/ 

relevant subjects/ 

for intabulating musical works to perform them with/ 

the viola a mano/ 

or lute with their tables arranged for diverse/ 

grades high and low by Reverend Don/ 

Bartholomeo Lieto Panhormitano/ 

theorist according to philosophy and/ 

practice, most excellent/ 

composer 

 

 

To the Excellent Signor Giovan 

Michele Bocca 

My most respectable Lord3 

 It appeared appropriate to me—honored signor, since a beneficial fate already had brought me 

into your magnificent and honorable house, a sure port for every overly troubled pilot—to dedicate this 

my latest effort to your lordship, which is on intabulation for lute or viola a mano.4 Because, knowing as 

                                                             
3 The dedication to the book is of the fulsome type of the time, full of elaborate metaphors and sycophantic praise, 
for which I have little interest and less tolerance, especially since it all adds needless problems for translation.  If 
not for the compulsive sake of completeness I would omit it, to no loss of worthwhile content. 
4 Grove Music Online, s.v., “Lieto Panhormitano,” says this is probably the vihuela, which Harvard Dictionary of 
Music supports. 
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I do your Excellency’s happy and fruitful garden of many virtues5, and especially of those musical, such 

as the human voice and of various string instruments, I would indeed have been greatly remiss in not 

looking for a way to serve you and to show you the affection of my heart as far as I might be able, and if 

I were able to please Your Excellency to a greater extent than by composing for you on this subject that 

is important to you, because it comes from such a good root—whence no other ever is hoped to be as 

very happily useful—it was necessary that the trunk, branch, leaves, flowers, and fruit similarly would be 

proven there whence it will remain, Your Excellency, deserved to receive the work under your 

welcoming shade; nevertheless in such manner no other will be able to injure at any time, without any 

doubt, because shortly it would have to have from me other kinds of tablature for other kinds of 

instruments and by this means, Your Excellency, may you remain fortunate and come to that dignity that 

you most fervently desire.  At Naples on October 4, 1558. 

Most humble servant Don Bartolomeo Lieto of Your Excellent Signore. 

  

                                                             
5 The elaborate, but clumsy, metaphor of a fruit tree continues throughout the dedication. 
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The Fourth Dialogues wherein is recounted below a pleasant discourse on the subjects pertaining to 

intabulating musical compositions and performing them on the vihuela or lute. 

The interlocutors are Lieto and Rosso 

Lieto:  My dearest Rosso, the beautiful passaggi with such beautiful speed and dexterity on the vihuela 

that you have provided for my hearing so many times, almost daily, have made me understand that if 

you had any knowledge of being able to perform the works composed by musicians, without any doubt 

you would obtain from it the highest praise from all listeners who delight in such performance. 

Rosso:  My Lieto, the sincere affection that you bear me makes you speak thus, but that I might attain to 

the performance of musical works that you have said, to me appears to be something impossible, and 

however much I would like to set about such an undertaking, I believe that my days would not suffice, 

even were the course of my life very long. 

L:  I don’t want you to be dismayed about a long time in this very thing.  Tell me, whether your 

inclination would persist in this if by some easy method and short time it were possible to arrive at such 

a result? 

R:  My inclination would not be opposed if I were able to achieve what you have told me. 

L:  Since your mind so inclines you, I offer myself to you to devise a new method, in no other way 

devised than for intabulating musical compositions with ease and perfection, without your having to 

struggle to learn music. 

R:  If it were not that I knew of the perspicacity of your most keen intelligence from your other 

wonderful achievements, I would more quickly believe that you wanted to make a private joke of me, so 

impossible does this thing appear to me. 

L: Although the intimacy between us is great, I would not dare in this very thing to tease you with it.   

Therefore make ready, please, to pay attention to me because I make no doubt of satisfying you in this. 

R: I will be eternally obliged to you for it.  Tell me then, how I am prepared. 
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L:  The things necessary for your undertaking are two:  first is to know how to count time,6 and the 

second is to know how to intabulate.  In order to count rhythm, it is necessary for you to recognize the 

notes7 and their quantities [rhythmic values], observing that in tablature those notes are divided by 

encompassed measure8 by means of a certain space,9 which I will demonstrate when we study 

tablature, by means of which these notes are not notated, but in place of them are notated certain 

figures10 of strokes and certain cross-strokes11 that the players use, and so that you may also have an 

understanding of these, I will not neglect to demonstrate them, the one next to the other with their 

quantity of time or tactus, as here:12 

                                                             
6 “Spartire” means separate or divide.  The illustration makes clear that this refers to rhythmic divisions. 
7 This raises a difficulty in terminology.  The word Lieto uses is figura which sometimes takes our sense of a musical 
note and sometimes refers to the “figures” that indicate rhythm in his system of tablature.  I try to make this 
distinction clear, but the text is itself sometimes ambiguous. 
8 This introduces an even more problematic term, compass.  The word seems to indicate a Spanish influence, which 
is probable because Lieto was born in Sicily, which was under Spanish control for centuries.  The Spanish term for 
tactus is compass.  Lieto seems to use it both in that specific sense of tactus and, as here, in a more general sense 
of “measure,” meaning a divisible, identifiable rhythmic quantity.  Music at this time is still mensural and does not 
include our sense of measure, as in a measure of music that indicates a complete unit of the time signature.  It is, 
however, evolving in the modern direction.  The issue and translation are made much more problematic by the 
fact that Lieto is hostile to traditional mensuration and its signs. 
9 The word is casella and means a box or compartment.  It refers to the space between two vertical lines across the 
representation of the strings of the tablature and which encloses a complete tactus unit or compass, as he says 
below. 
10 By this use of figura Lieto means the rhythmic signs of tablature. 
11 Lieto is clearly groping for terminology.  The word virgula is from Latin, which language gives a closer sense of 
the meaning, rod or wand, rather than the Italian senses of comma and quotation marks.  These rhythmic signs 
appear in illustrations below. 
12 Lieto’s terminology presents a problem for translation.  He nearly always uses the phrase tempo over compasso.  
Compass is the Spanish for tactus, and Lieto seems to relate it to the spatial unit of a casella.  This begs the 
question of why relate it to tempo, time, as if compasso were not clear.  Lieto is also very hostile to the use of 
mensuration signs, which relate to the tactus as the basic temporal unity.  So, is he creating a different temporal 
unity?  He provides only one short sample of extended tablature, in which the semibreve fills the cassella, whereas 
one would expect the breve.  I can only perpetuate the ambiguity with the phrase “time or tactus,” though I 
believe by tempo/time he means something like “duration” and compasso is the tactus. 
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The demonstrated figures are accustomed to be found with a point at the right hand that increases 

them by the quantity of one half more, as I show here. 

 

The first four figures sometimes are found blackened [in coloration], which coloration deprives them of 

the quantity of a fourth part,13 as I have shown here. 

 

But you ought to notice that these colored notes always are found accompanied, so that when the first 

two are found, the first will be in the quantity shown and the second, whereby the coloration loses the 

                                                             
13 This is a remarkable statement and inconsistent with usual mensural practice, for coloration reduces the value of 
a note by one-third, not one-fourth.  This alteration of standard practice possibly results from the fact that Lieto 
considers only duple subdivisions.  A possible explanation may be dependent on the fact that Lieto considers only 
imperfect subdivisions in imperfect time.  Ruth de Ford discusses a late fifteenth and sixteenth century practice 
resulting in doted rhythms that may lie behind Lieto’s practice.  Tactus, Mensuration and Rhythm in Renaissance 
Music (Cambridge:  Cambridge University, 2015), 46-47. 
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fourth part, so being next to the first loses the half-part, and makes the similar consideration on the 

others, as I show you here. 

 

There will also occur certain square notes bound together in a thousand ways, but it 

would be much too long to demonstrate them, especially as they are not used, it isn’t 

suitable to discuss them except for one kind that you will frequently encounter, which will be with an 

ascending line on the left side, in either square or oblique form and are understood as semibreves,14 as 

you see above.  Whenever you would want to have information on the others, you will find them in my 

First Dialogue notated in detail. 

 Further, these notes, except the Maxima, have certain little lines disposed in certain ways on the 

staff, which are called rests, and these denote silence.  This is whenever you encounter these in 

tablature you ought to intabulate as many notes of that kind as are the value of the said rests, and for 

those rests you leave so large an empty space with nothing intabulated. 

 

R:  Concerning the notes, both for instrumental and vocal music as to their form and quantity, I 

understand quite well, continue. 

                                                             
14 The technical term is a ligature cum opposita proprietate. 
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L: Since you are knowledgeable of this I have shown you, it is necessary that we pursue the method of 

intabulation.  First, one ought to arrange a scala15 of lines, which denote the six courses of strings; on 

those one makes some transverse lines, which produce a certain distance called the space (casella) and 

that ought to be as broad and spacious for as much as you can intabulate in them, the aforesaid 4, 8 or 

16 notes, according to the musical composition that you want to intabulate will require.  For greater 

understanding, I will show you the manner of distributing the notes over the space, which will always be 

in this way that you have to intabulate a Maxima or Long or Breve without a point or with one.  You 

distribute them over so many spaces (casella) for as many times or tactus as they are worth, such as I 

will show you.  This you will do so that in every space there is placed one time or tactus.  There is no 

need to demonstrate this, in order to be brief and not detain you in words of little product. 

R:  I submit all of that to your good judgment. 

L: For the other notes I give you this rule:  You ought to intabulate the semibreve at the beginning of the 

space next to the left-hand line.  In that place you must intabulate each smaller note, when it is the first 

of the time or tactus.  You distribute the others according to their place, that is, the note that is the 

beginning of the half-time or tactus you will place in the middle of the space and the note that is the 

beginning of the fourth part of the time or tactus you will place at the beginning of the fourth part of the 

space.  This you will do with the others as I show: 

                                                             
15 Lieto uses scala, to refer to the representation of the instrument’s strings as is the usual practice in tablature for 
fretted instruments.  A translation of “scale” would, however, clearly be misleading; thus, I have chose merely to 
anglicize the word. 
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Because in intabulating, for filling out in one space (casella) with an entire time or tactus, the figure of a 

half-time or half-tactus will become necessary for you, but you will encounter a note of a time or tactus, 

so that you are constrained to divide the said note for your need and place one half in the space 

(casella) that is necessary for you and the other half in the following space (casella):  in this case in my 

judgment I say that in the following space (casella) it should not be notated.  Take care that—where the 

note will be syncopated [cross the vertical line] there results from it a beautiful ornament and lovely 

passage—to intabulate in this manner:  that goodness is expressed when you intabulate the first half in 

the space (casella) that is required and the other half is not intabulated but its place is left empty in the 

second space (casella) that follows.  The same happens whenever you have need of a note of a fourth 

part and you encounter a note of a half part.  Once again you will make this appearance in the supposed 

notes of the quantity of a point to leave for them an empty space as I show here in this example.16 

 

                                                             
16 This is an excellent example of the lack of existing specific terminology adequate to communicate Lieto’s 
meaning clearly.  The passage appears to be further troubled by Lieto’s assumption of a degree of implicit, prior 
understanding in the reader of the nature of playing fretted instruments.  In modern terms he is describing the 
situation of notes tied across the bar.  He says that the best way to handle this is to notate the full rhythmic value 
in the preceding casella and leave space in the following casella to indicate the note’s continued duration.  
Presumably he assumes that the player will understand that the sound carries through and so makes the good 
effect he mentions.  Also presumably he supposed there would be confusion if the note were indicated as split 
across the bar, thus causing the performer to pluck the note again and so spoil the effect. 
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R: I remain most content with your very brief and most appropriate explanation and with your artful 

demonstration and I am cautious not to interrupt so that you may be brief. 

L:  On my part I strive as much as possible for brevity, but if any doubt should occur to you, do not 

hesitate to call my attention to it so that you may be satisfied. 

R: Nothing occurs to me, continue at your pleasure. 

L: The following will advise where the notes by means of the image may show the quantity of the tempo 

and, by means of the place, the sound.  As to the quantity of the tempo, they cannot be estimated by 

means of the order that they are placed in the space, but I will not fail to make you understand that the 

notes are not notated till after one places the numbers that denote the fingering, which will be 

explained later in its place, one places on the scala for the notes that the player uses.  By this means in 

one space one intabulates a variety of notes, according to what represents the composition.  You should 

have as a general rule always to notate the sign of the notes of smallest duration and so long as they 

continue one kind of note, do not duplicate that sign, but one only is enough.  So long as the notes vary 

in quantity, you vary the sign to the specific quantity.  If you have intabulated one part and designated 

the time according to its notes, but then when you intabulate the other part and you meet with smaller 

notes, in the part you already intabulated you are obliged to change the sign to that showing the smaller 

quantity and for better understanding here is an example for you of all the explanation. 
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R: Everything has been well [remainder of line lost due to trimming for binding]. 
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L: The place[s] where the figures are placed indicate the sound, and this will be for the fingerings of the 

vihuela or lute.  So that you may know on what fret one should intabulate and because you do not know 

how to sing,17 so that you may be able to make use of a table even according to the variety of 

compositions to guide you in intabulating a step, half-step, or two steps as may be necessary upper or 

lower, I am constrained to arrange for you seven tables by means of which in so many kinds we may 

write compositions.  My mind will be constrained to make seven more of them with this sign b required,  

b-flat, which is unnecessary as I explained at length in the First Dialogue.  So that if you had some 

understanding, there were no need to make the other seven tables, but you would intabulate them by 

those seven by a fourth or fifth, have no fear lest I will leave you incomplete as to your training, since 

they [the original seven] really possess all musical knowledge.18 

R: In this I know of nothing other to say to you except I leave everything as seems good to your wisdom. 

L: Before I demonstrate to you the tables, I give you this rule for selection of the table, which is 

necessary for the work that you would like to intabulate.  Take the part of the work called the bass and 

search out the lowest note there is in it.  Then count the lines and spaces for as many steps the said note 

or figure stands below the C or F clef.  If, for example, it [extends19] to the eighth step, go to the table 

and find the one that makes its foundation on the eighth step and with that intabulate all four parts of 

the composition. 

R: But how will I know how to recognize in how many steps the composition will make its foundation, if I 

don’t have any recognition of these clefs you have mentioned? 

L: Here they are notated with their names written, picture them very well so that you don’t forget their 

image. 

                                                             
17 Implicit in his not being able to sing is Rosso’s inability to read vocal notation, regular notation, from which our 
modern notation is descended. 
18 This appears to relate to Lieto’s thinking in regard to transposition of genera and a simple shifting of the mi/fa 
relationship. 
19 The word here is illegible, but based on the tables this must be close to the meaning. 
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R: Now that you have shown them to me, I will not forget them. 

L: Then take the table and see that each one has a title, so that you can make a selection of the one that 

is necessary for you.  Look at the left hand, see the clef of the musical compositions with its numbers for 

lines and spaces both above and below the said clefs, denoting the step that will be the notes of the 

music that you want to intabulate.  You see opposite two orders20 of lines with six to the order, which 

denote for you the strings of your instrument, and on those are certain numbers that denote for you the 

frets.  Thus, when you intabulate search out note for note for as many steps above or below the clef as it 

is found, and then find the step on the table and go opposite to the step over to the order of strings, and 

so you will find on what string and on what fret you must intabulate the note that is found on that step.  

But, if you encounter some note with one of these signs b or #, you ought to intabulate that note only, 

on that string and that fret, which the other order of six lines shows you, and that done return to the 

first order. 

[Translator’s note:  The following illustrations should be two sets of seven tables each, from grades 8 

to 2, but tables five and four have been lost from the first set in the pdf from which this translation 

was made.] 

                                                             
20 Unfortunately, the word ordine appears to serve Lieto for both “course” of strings, and “order,” whereas string 
istself is corda. 
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R: These tables of yours give me no little wonder, considering the subtlety of your ingenuity and having 

made me understanding of so great a skill without excessive explanation.  But, tell me, in intabulating a 

work, what is the first part I ought to intabulate? 
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L: Notice that many times you will find that at the same time the soprano and alto, or alto and tenor, or 

even the tenor and bass require their pitch one on one fret and the other on another fret.  Since one 

string cannot produce two different sounds, it will be necessary to search for the pitch for a lesser fret 

on a greater string, and so as not to make a thousand errors, intabulate the soprano first, then the alto, 

then the tenor and finally the bass.  But, because sometimes by this change of frets there is produced a 

distance of frets such that cannot be fingered and players are forced to abandon some chords.  Similarly, 

the inconvenience of fingerings usually happens because of the difficulty of the work and many players 

of little attention allow chords that they ought not.  Now, so that you may not have to fall into the 

aforesaid errors, I give you this rule:  first of all intabulate the soprano then the bass, or first the bass 

then the soprano, and after these intabulate the alto or tenor.  On these be vigilant and if you notice 

some inconvenient fingerings, do not intabulate them.  Take care for this so that you do not depart from 

the melody in the work.21  Because if you leave out any fingering of the bass or soprano you would 

distort22 the work.  When you are inclined to grow tired of seeking the pitch of one fingering of a string 

on a different one, in order to play that work perfectly as the composer composed it, so far as is 

possible, for my part, it will not go amiss for you to do it by the opposite table or the unity of one sound 

among the strings.  

 

 

                                                             
21 At this point till the end of the paragraph Lieto’s language increases remarkably in obscurity in regard to 
grammar, semantics, and orthography. 
22 The word stroppiaresti is obscure and in idiosyncratic spelling of what appears to be intended as the imperfect 
subjunctive after si, which must be taken as the fairly common alternative spelling of se, possibly under the 
Spanish influence that is occasionally detectable. 
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R:  My Lieto, I realize that I have already perfectly and without any doubt, by your courtesy, learned my 

greatest desire, which leaves me at a loss as to showing you how grateful I am and how much indebted I 

am to you, but your kindness is such that it gives me great confidence to have from you another desire 

that occurs to me.  In this I make no doubt lest it not be in your power or means that it may be satisfied, 

because I have understood with what beautiful manner you have enlightened me in the endeavor 

undertaken.23 

L: There is no need of such ceremony between us.  Just go on and tell me on every occasion, for I am 

very eager, to the extent of my power with my poor ability, to satisfy you. 

R: My great desire is to know how to give instruction for making an instrument knowledgeably according 

to proper proportion so that a perfect sound results from it.  After this, I would like a tuning24 in order to 

be able to play the works with all four parts entire and perfect and would not be constrained to leave 

something out, neither to accommodate the frets nor for any other impediment. 

L:  As to the body of the instrument, you make it according to a threefold number, as the complement 

and root of every proportion, which is the perfect number required, and the procedure that you must 

maintain will be this:  First, you determine the length of the instrument, second your desire not 

including the fingerboard, then you take that length and make of it three parts—two for the breadth 

and one for the depth.  Make the finger board as long as it is from the bridge that the strings are tied to 

all the way to the end of the body, but do not include in it that little where the tuning pegs25 are.26 

                                                             
23 Lieto’s difficulty with language now infects Rosso.  This is at least partly because Rosso is using very stilted 
phrase, as Lieto subsequently alludes to. 
24 The word strata is obscure in Latin, Italian, and Spanish.  Given the fluid state of the language at this time, 
especially in orthography, Lieto’s own idiosyncrasies, and the very imperfect printing of the text, a reasonable 
guess would be that it represents stretto from stringere, to tighten.  This sense of “tuning” is consistent with the 
later appearance of the word below. 
25 Two terms are given here, the first of which is illegible but appears possibly as biscari.  The second is piretti.  
Both are obscure.  Cambridge Italian dictionary gives biscante or biscanto as meaning tune or air.  It gives piroetta 
as meaning pirouette and pirolo is the tuning peg of an instrument. 
26 Lieto’s instructions appear to mean that the overall size is to the player’s desire.  This length is then to be divided 
by three, excluding the fingerboard.  The breadth of the instrument is then equal to 2/3 of the length and the 
depth is equal to 1/3.  The length of the fingerboard equals the length from the bridge to the top of the 
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L:  As to positioning the frets, it is necessary that we make use of a good rationale by applying the 

proportions of our great master Pythagoras the most worthy,27 which proportions discovered by him, as 

Boethius says in Chapter 10 and by means of which he demonstrates to us the body of musical pitch,28 

namely the octave by the proportion 1:2,29 the fifth by the proportion 2:3, the fourth by the proportion 

3:4, the tone by the proportion 8:9.  Because the vihuela and lute are divided by frets of semitones, it 

will be necessary to divide them by these said proportions.  But, since I have many times given proof of 

these, in order to make myself clear on a certain question that has arisen among certain people, quite 

distant from the science of music,30 in saying that the major semitone would be the one that is from 

practice, which is not true as you will hear proved in this our calculation.  And so, returning to our 

proposition, many times have I tried to discover those [major semitones?] by means of the proportion of 

the tone and always have I found myself in a false attempt, but there are so many parts that even the 

very smallest error in a part cannot but increase, in that case, in it a comma or more, so that the most 

perfect and judicious measure, fundamentally, I found for the whole range of musical pitches (il corpo 

musico) and the individual members, is by octave, fifth, and fourth,31 and by this tuning32  we arrive at 

                                                             
instrument.  This presumably means that the fingerboard extends beyond the body by that length.  Lieto does not 
specify whether these dimensions apply to the vihuela or lute or either of the two.  Neither does he address the 
placement of the sound hole and bridge. 
27 Mark Lindley’s exhaustive study of temperaments for fretted instruments concludes that Pythagorean tuning 
may have been used in the late Middle Ages and Early Renaissance, Meantone may well have been used from 
about 1500-1550, and Equal Temperament existed at least as early as 1500 and prevailed after 1550.  Lutes, Viols 
& Temperaments (Cambridge:  Cambridge University, 1984), 93-94.  There was apparently much confusion 
between the three temperaments, with Pythagorean tuning often attributed to the other two.  Lieto’s date of 
1559 is so late for Pythagorean that it would seem to make it suspect.  At any rate, his description is so confused, 
as described in the preface, that it passes beyond my ability and knowledge to make any judgment. 
28 I really have no idea what Lieto means by “il corpo musico.”  The phrase appears again below where it seems 
possibly to mean the entire “body” of musical pitches. 
29 Lieto reverses the proper order, which would be 2:1, 3:2, etc., but this is a fairly common mistake even today. 
30 Throughout the text Lieto apparently associates himself  with the “science” of music, which seems to mean the 
ancient philosophical tradition, especially Pythagorean, as opposed to both empirical practice and modern theory. 
31 The text is quite strange here, reading “octavaquinta, & .4 & per questa strata,” which I can only presume is 
somehow a garbling of the original intention, for the octave, fifth, and fourth seem to be the only intervals 
involved. 
32 The word is strata again, see above note 24. 
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our purpose.  First, we will make ready here beforehand the frets on a piece of paper with intelligible 

signs, as you see here. 

 

 

 

L:  First of all you must find the upper-case letters, and do it in this way:  measure from the bridge were 

the strings are tied as far as that place where they pass over33 in order to be tied to the pegs.34  In the 

middle of that distance you have a fret, which will be understood for the letter E.  By that you measure 

and find the letter A, and from that you measure and find D, and from D the G, and from G the C, and 

from C the F, such as the numbers show you.  From F one derives the B35 and from this are produced the 

other little b’s in the order of the numbers placed above them.  To that [round b] made to this [square 

B] large case one arrives at the other little ones made in that way according to the numbers that appear 

here. 

R:  As to the derivation of one figure to the others I understand, but I would like to know by what means 

or distance I have to order them.36 

L:  For this, your first consideration will be how, as for an example, in this letter E, which is the first, and 

by this you will want to derive from it this A, according to the said order.  Now, wanting to make this 

derivation, consider that there are five distinct steps, namely E D C B A,37 and because the fifth is 

                                                             
33 At the nut. 
34 A conjecture for piretti. 
35 If proximity is significant then B would indicate Bb because it stands closer to A than to C. 
36 Rosso makes the natural observation that he understands the order but needs to know how to calculate the 
distance between the letters. 
37 It appears that Lieto is trying to derive a P5 A below the pitch E.  Inexplicably, he seems to think that the ratio of 
a perfect fifth is not 2 parts of 3, as will appear below 
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produced by this proportion 2:3, you must give to one letter two parts of the distance and to the other 

three parts,38 which are understood from the bridge where the strings are tied.39 

R:  What letter ought to have the greater part? 

L:  Give the greater part [three parts] to [the letter A] that stands toward the pegs, and to that [letter E] 

toward the bridge (verso il ponte) where the strings are tied you give the lesser part [2 parts, i.e., from A 

to E].40 

R:  Now please tell me how these measures are produced. 

L:  The measure is made from the original letter at the bridge (al ponte)41 where the strings are tied, and 

you divide that distance by three parts, as many as the said original letter requires,42 and then when you 

want to give the parts to the derivative, you ought to consider whether the derivative letter requires the 

greater or lesser total.  If the derivative requires the greater total, you must take so many parts as it 

requires and extend them above the original [letter],43 as for example of those letters above taken for 

our example.  The original letter E requires two parts and the derivative A44 requires three parts.45  Take, 

then, one part of the E and extend it above it and you will have the position of fret A.46  Observe this 

                                                             
38 Lieto seems completely to misunderstand the ratio of the P5, thinking it is determined by a division of the string 
into five parts not 3 
39 Here Lieto correctly says the calculation of the P5 is from the bridge, the full length, if he were tuning a perfect 
fifth above the open string.  Soon he will say it is from the original letter at the bridge, but the original letter, E, is 
at mid-point. 
40 This is inexplicable, Lieto seems to divide the string from nut to mid-point into 5 parts not 3.  He has said above 
that the distance from nut to A is two parts and the distance from A to E is three parts. 
41 The original letter is not at the bridge but at the mid-point! 
42 Lieto is either expressing this very, very badly or he is completely confused.  The original letter was E at mid-
point, but here he says the original letter was at the bridge, “dalla lettera primitiva al ponte.”  This is “at the 
bridge,” not “verso il ponte,” toward or in the direction of the bridge.  But, he does now appear to be saying that A 
is derived from a division of the full string into three parts, which would be the correct first step for a P5 
43 Lieto seems now to have shifted back to the mid-point location and to a division into five parts. 
44 Presumably he means A is derivative from E. 
45 Possibly he means that E is derived by 2:1 and A by 3:2, the number into which the entire string must be divided 
in order to execute the ratio. 
46 Again, this makes no sense as it stands, unless he is now calculating 3 parts from nut to E and placing A at one 
part from the nut and two parts from A to E, which would not yield the proper pitch, but he says one part of three 
above E, which is exactly wrong 
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order when you want to produce the necessary distance to the derivative letter, which requires the 

larger total of space from the original [letter].47  But, when the derivative letter requires the lesser total 

of space than the original letter, you having measured from the bridge where the strings are tied,48 even 

to the original letter, and divide that distance by so many parts as the said letter requires, make the fret 

of the derivative letter at that place where the parts that are required end.  Observe this order as often 

as the derivative letter requires the lesser total of space. 

R:  I have completely understood as much as you have said, we are in complete accord.49 

L:  The most perfect accord possible is a unison.50  In this be guided as the last table shows you.  By 

sounding the fifth fret of the Bass string with the Bordon, or the fifth of the Bordon with the Tenor, the 

fourth of the Tenor with the Mezzana, the fifth of the Mezzana with the Sottana, the fifth of the Sottana 

with the Canto.  Watch out not to make a mistake in this new order of the frets.51  Pay attention that the 

tables are ordered according to the order(?) [illegible] of the frets.  If it pleases you to take this new 

observation of the frets according to science (scientia), you will have to take those two paired frets as 

one fret and observe them in this way.  When you depart from the fourth and want to come to the 

second pair, observe the one nearer to the first.  If you depart from the third, observe the one that is 

nearer to the third and make this calculation of the philosophers:  that one tone ought to be observed 

by two minor semitones and a comma, and of the semitone one keeps to the minor, and if anyone 

should say that this subtlety doesn’t occur, pointing out that the vihuela already produces a good 

harmony without it, give them this answer:  he who doesn’t know that he can have bread eats grass.52 

                                                             
47 Presumably any letter from which the derivative letter is derived, as A appears to have been derived from E. 
48 Unclear, has he switched back to referring to the bridge as the location of the original letter? 
49 Rosso is more fortunate than the present translator. 
50 A play on words. 
51 By this method he produces the intonation sequence of the strings from low to high:  P4, P4, M3, P4, P4, but it is 
a very unsophisticated approach as compared to Ganassi in his Lettione Seconda (1543) and will result in out of 
tune octaves between the Bass and Canto, resulting from using only Pythagorean tunings. 
52 Perhaps Lieto is comparing his tuning system to the empirical equal temperament tuning that was beginning to 
prevail. 
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R:  I am quite satisfied in giving order to the instrument.  Now, what provision would there be for playing 

perfectly all four parts of a work so that I am not forced to leave out harmonies in order to 

accommodate the frets.53 

L:  Take first a practice according to the tuning demonstrated in this table and when you return another 

day, I will set about arranging an instrument with a different organization and different table, so that 

you will be able to play easily, provided it won’t be necessary to proceed beyond the fourth or fifth fret, 

and were it more it would concern the most difficult compositions. 

R:  In this I submit myself to your will, but tell me what these signs mean of semicircle with and without 

lines at the beginning of the music. 

L:  These composers are accustomed to observe other signs, namely circles with points and without 

points and also figures of numbers and of proportions, which contemporaries have recognized that they 

are not certain knowledge and that they produce obscurity in practice and difficulties in performance 

and do not increase usefulness or any perfection.  They have allowed [partially illegible] indeed, that 

some ignorant ones, and those few, on some occasions observe them because they are persuaded that 

they are relevant to practice and supported by theory, which is not true, because in the theory of these 

scholars there is no such thing and not the least of it in practice.54  Accordingly, every time you want to 

intabulate a work and encounter a semicircle with a line or without a line, hold it of no account, pay 

attention to the spacing,55 but when there happen to be other signs at the beginning, or middle of the 

work, understand that work wants you to feel the pulse that follows there.  We could go on at length, so 

much more as would achieve very little. 

R:  I would prefer to have a reasoned defense for this and by a worthy authority. 

                                                             
53 This refers to the fact that if Lieto is truly tuning in Pythagorean or in Meantone temperament, it will be difficult 
to produce some harmonies that are acceptably in tune according to their fret settings. 
54 Lieto is objecting to the use of both standard and merely theoretical mensural practices, but I find the language 
very problematic here, as well as his exact intention 
55 That is, how the notes are spaced in the casella. 
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L:  In this regard I can give you my own conclusions, which I have arranged recently, certain composers 

little skilled in the science56 of music marveled at some of my works without any sign and because of this 

continually challenge me to dispute, and out of good respect I have not attended to their challenge, but 

I have always answered and responded thus:  one knows the nature of a man by his works not by his 

noise.  To speak plainly, the one to whom a book seems false should replay with another book that is 

true. 

R:  If you give me these they will be most gratifying beyond obligation. 

L:  Here they are. 

[New Section] 

Conclusion on the circles and semicircles with and without points, with lines and without lines, and 

other signs of rests, and even any kind of sign of numbers, likewise the b-flat and sharp [diesis],57 as well 

as useless signs, unused, free, and obscure in practice, and of which there can be no dispute, neither can 

a perfect music be recognized nor a perfect and good singer. 

To the Theorists According to Free (capriccioso)58 Practice 

 Seeing that the subject, as Ammonius says in Porphyry’s Predicabili,59 can be called necessary in 

two ways, either because the human could not be able at all [to do without],60 as it would be to say that 

the lung is necessary for all animals that breathe or, indeed, the subject in the second meaning is called 

necessary because it is needful, but not totally because we are not able to exist without it, as for 

                                                             
56 Here the word scientia appears to be used positively to refer to Lieto’s approach, Pythagorean and of the 
“ancients.” 
57 It is not clear to me whether Lieto inteds the word to refer exclusively to the sharp or to both sharp and natural. 
58 This sections seems to be Lieto’s polemic against the more speculative tradition of music theory, especially in its 
most extreme form.  I am not certain of his sense of capriccioso, he may mean something like “excessively 
elaborate.”  It is true that the theorists in this tradition went far beyond what was necessary for practice in their 
speculations. 
59 Ammonius Saccas was the teacher of Plotinus, who was the teacher of Porphyry.  I find no work of Porphyry that 
immediately suggests the Italian translation of Predicabili.  Lieto’s text at times, and most especially here, seems 
like a rather pompous display of assumed erudition, but falls flat. 
60 The word, if it is a word spesarse, presumably intended as a reflexive infinitive, is not Italian, Spanish, or Latin in 
origin.  The translation here is a conjecture. 
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example for students a long robe is necessary to protect from the cold, [but] is not completely necessary 

for them because without it they would not be able to endure the winter.  Whence, in order to return to 

the proposition, these new things discovered by modern musicians, I say that they are necessary in 

neither the one nor the other way.  Not in the first place simply because the ancients did not have them, 

nor in the second on the grounds that if this were the case they would make music easier, but because, 

rather, they make difficult for you the artful way of Science61 or even Theory most perfectly derived with 

facility conducive to the Science.  On the contrary, we can liken it to what Aristotle says about natural 

philosophy, that nature always abhors things excessive, as for example we would see as monstrous a 

man with three feet or additional limbs and it is more false to produce by more things what is possible 

to produce from few; therefore, if music can be apprehended more easily with some few rules of the 

ancients, it is a vain matter, then, to follow the many rules of the moderns.  To me it seems even a 

matter beyond reason to cover these rules under the name of the theory of the ancient philosophers.  

To be sure, I will not present to you more authority and reason for being necessary in my own proof.62 

 Accordingly, you ought to know that Pythagoras discovered the Science (scienza) of music with 

those four hammers of 6, 8, 9, 12 pounds as Boethius says in Chapter 10,63 which is reported fully by 

many philosophers, such as Nicomachus, Aristophanes, Philolaus, Plato, Ptolemy, of whom the said 

Boethius makes mention in the fifth book and the said philosopher has demonstrated to us this Science 

of seven cords by a procedure of ascending and descending diatonically by means of conjunct and 

disjunct, linostri64 craftsmen, wanting to put it into practice have investigated and made ellettione,65 in 

                                                             
61 Here the spelling is scienza not scientia, which is comparable to other of Lieto’s orthographic inconsistencies.  
The meaning seems to be the same. 
62 This seems a problematic statement.  Perhaps he means that he does not need more authority than the ancients 
provide. 
63 An old story undoubtedly apocryphal because the hammers could not have produced the ratios attributed to 
them. 
64 Once again there is no such known word. 
65 The word ellettione seems clearly to be the modern elezione, whose known meanings offer no clear sense for 
the present need. 
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imitation of the seven cords we have the seven letters for ascending and descending that scale of lines 

and spaces for the diatonic progression by means of conjunct and disjunct.  The said syllables in the first 

Dialog, and these artful means are observed in these initial keys without other sign, now joined there 

one sees those accidentals flat and sharp placed at the beginning of the scale, not to make a variation of 

greater sweetness nor of ease or any perfection more than original selection.66  On the contrary, it is a 

transmutation of intelligence to have the B by F and F by C and C by G; therefore they are pointless and 

useless.67 

 Further, the philosophers demonstrate to us by means of ascending and descending proportions 

what we have in practice by means of the spoken syllables, as for example the duple, octave, 

sesquialtera, and the fifth, sesquitertia and the fourth, and it continues on, so they have made errors 

observing them by other results, even so many more than they observe in dividing the figures in a 

thousand ways,68 in which there is no necessity (as here below is proven) but rather they demonstrate 

obscurity. 

 Already it is clear without going farther that Gregorian chant has been the first in old practice 

and so far as has been observed by various figures, it is sufficient that it has been reduced to square 

notation, a requisite breve attributed for the time.  It being established by one tempo and one [note?] 

given also one raising of the hand, and by that being divisible into two equal parts, our artists have 

divided that figure of Gregorian chant “o” this way [a square figure with a diagonal stroke through it] by 

means of which they do not produce two in this way “o” “o”.  It having been sung by discrete parts, they 

have proposed the name semibreve because these two are one whole measure, and thus by name and 

by shape the figures demonstrate to us their quantity, in this way every other sign is concluded to be 

                                                             
66 Conjecture for ellettione. 
67 Lieto is probably referring to a transposition among the three genera.  He seems to view all of music exclusively 
through the need of fretted instruments. 
68 Here at least Lieto’s judgment is justified.  The speculative theorists generated far more proportions than were 
ever used in practice. 
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meaningless and useless, because without any utility reasonable and natural intelligence conveys it to 

us.  Indeed, because the knowledge of the time of the Breve and Semibreve has been travertita69 we can 

say it is a laudable thing because there were produced ligatures of square notes on the Breve, which 

generated confusion for knowing what was a Breve, what a Semibreve, and what a Long.  It remains to 

prove by experience that these innovations [don’t]70 produce greater perfection of the first and arftul 

means discovered, which you will see in my masses, motets, hymns, and madrigals.  There is no cause to 

reason about this facility because all the world knows that natural singing is easier. 

Laus Deo 

Printed in Naples by Mattio Cancer in the month of April 

1559 

                                                             
69 The critical word for understanding this passage is the inexplicable travertita.  It appears that Lieto is saying that 
the simplicity of the square notation is proven by the fact that its elaboration produced confusion. 
70 The sense is that the innovations don’t produce improvements, on the base of the evidence of his own 
compositions. 


